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You have always known the Gulbransen
as "Easy to Play." Know it now with all
its remarkable qualities as an instrument
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Enjoy the exclusive Melody Indicator, the

helpful little patented guide, that shows
where the melody notes are, and exacdy
where to accent them.

Enjoy the security and satisfaction of get-

ting a piano of rare musical and intrinsic
worth an instrument of known value the
price of which in every case is branded in
the back, by the makers, at the factory!

From now on, put music in your home.
Enjoy the very best in musical entertainment
and fun and let your family and friends
share in your enjoyment!

This week, investigate the Gulbransen
the only Registering Piano. See it. Hear it.
Play it. Buy it take as long as two years to
pay, if you wish. Ask for the details.

Through a special understanding recently
effected we have arranged that you can get
your Gulbransen on a small down payment
and take even as long as 2 years to pay.

No reason now to wait. You can have
your Gulbransen as soon as you like, and
enjoy it as you pay!

Enjoy the exclusive registering feature,
that registers your touch, your time, your
expression in away that has upset all former
ideas of instruments of this type!

Enjoy the exclusive Gulbransen Instruc-
tion Rolls that show a simple and complete
method of correct playing!
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In Our UsedPiano
Department

you will find these
bargains:

Mahogany Piano
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Style C Straight Piaa
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Style W Straight Piam J Vi

Mahogany Piano
$160

Walnut Piano

is the thing we are
interested in. We want
to serve you to the
best of our ability.
That is why we sell the
Nationally -- Priced,
Nationally -Advertised
Gulbransen line. These
instruments are of
known, standard value
and we unqualifiedly
stand back of them.
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